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Hi, I am a 14 year old fan of your work and would love to learn how to make a mazinger papercraft. I also have issues about reading pdfs. (My dad is a teacher and unfortunately I got bad eyesight and it affects me reading a lot.) Do you have a way to make a model without reading every instruction in every word? Hello, Hello, I love the design of these templates, thanks for sharing them with us. I am a beginner in papercraft, and I have
been playing a lot of mazinger z and paperinvaders. I had taken the mazinger z papercraft kit to make a papercraft of him, but I couldn't understand all the instructions, so I searched for tutorials online, and that was a failure, so I want to know is there a way to make these templates without reading each step? I mean there is many pages in them and I couldn't understand that, and some pages aren't included in my PDf which is really

frustating, to make something like this I'd need more time. If I can find a tutorial that reads all the steps and I understand them, then I'll use that one. Can you help me or give me some other websites that can help me to make these templates without reading instructions? Thank you, Love you, Francesco The Projectiles! You can make the projectiles out of any kind of translucent paper (e.g. kraft, mapa, lime paper or even masking tape)
but those papercrafters probably already know all of those papers and might have specific knowledge of the effects theyre capable of. ;o) Sketchup! I think the printing techniques available to you in PaperKraft.net or PaperPoks arent that good anymore; I dont know where you can get the quality of paper that they use at least for certain stuff that you can print at home! Its not a problem, because you could always draw a simple one right on

the spot. Did you ever make a papercraft out ofa Funker mech? ;o)
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